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Question: 64

Your client wants to screen a Trade Transaction with a ship to country of Syria. Which functionality in GTM would enable the client to meet this requirement?
A. Restricted Party Screening
B. Product Classification
C. License Screening
D. Sanctions Screening

Answer: D

Question: 65

What is not Master Data in GTM?
A. Product Classification Codes
B. Trade Tariff
C. Restricted Party List
D. Trade Item
E. Party

Answer: C

Question: 66

On the Compliance Rule tab of the Compliance Rule, you can set up different criteria to be met for determining if a document type can be assigned. Which four criteria can you specify?
(Choose four.)
A. Item
B. Transaction Data
C. Product Classification
D. Time Window
E. Parties

Answer: ABCD

Question: 67

A GTM table has been exported, and the contents of the table have been changed. Which three steps should be performed next to ensure that an error does not occur during data upload?
(Choose three.)
A. Make sure that all data is in lowercase and spaces are replaced with the underscore symbol.
B. Make sure that all data is in uppercase.
C. Make sure that all the commas in your data are enclosed in single quotation marks.
D. Remove the columns labeled INSERT_DATE and UPDATE_DATE.
E. Remove the columns labeled INSERT_USER and UPDATE_USER.



Answer: ACD

Question: 68

During implementation, which option does not need to be set up before Sanction Territory Screening Rules testing?
A. Item
B. Control Type
C. Control Code
D. Region or County

Answer: C

Question: 69

Your client has the following requirements:
1. Perform restricted party screening using first name, last name, address, and country using the DICE algorithm.
2. Screen the company name to check if the word NUCLEAR or ATOMIC is part of the company name.
Which option will meet the requirements?
A. Requirement 1 can be met, but Requirement 2 cannot be met.
B. Requirements can be met by configuring separate Service Preference and Service Parameter, and by making multiple restricted party screening requests using an agent.
C. Requirements can be met by configuring multiple Service Parameters in a single Service Preference and by calling the restricted party screening using an agent with the
service preference.
D. Requirements can be met with a custom stored procedure for requirement 2 along with a restricted party screening for requirement 1, because ONLY ONE restricted party
screening request can be made using an agent.

Answer: B

Question: 70

Which two statements are correct about product classification assignment for an Item? (Choose two.)
A. Product Classification Notes can be added to each product classification type assigned to an item.
B. All the product classifications assigned to an item are deleted automatically by GTM if the item is modified.
C. If an item has multiple product classification types, then all of them are assigned to a Trade Transaction Line and there is no provision in GTM to filter the product
classification types to be assigned to a Trade Transaction Line.
D. There is a limit of up to five product classification types that can be assigned to an item.
E. Multiple product classification types can be assigned to an Item.

Answer: BC

Question: 71

On which object do you specify the allowed tolerances used at the time of determining eligible licenses?
A. License Category
B. Service Preference
C. Constraint Set
D. License Type



Answer: B

Question: 72

If you want to specify that a license applies to a certain SHIP_FROM country, where do you do it?
A. Regime
B. Port grid
C. Involved Parties grid
D. Region grid

Answer: C

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/otmcs_gs/GTMEI/GTMEI.pdf
Question: 73

Your client wants you to exclude certain words that are commonly used for screening. Which configuration would you use in GTM?
A. Service Preference
B. Service Parameter
C. Restricted Party Exclusion List
D. Agent Logic

Answer: B

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/tutorial/cloud/scm/releases/19B/19B-otm-wn.htm
Question: 74

Company A has a few systems keeping the Item Master, and GTM is requested to be flexible on Item creation. Which three options are true about Item creation in GTM? (Choose three.)
A. Items can be sent from an ERP system, such as Oracle ERP Cloud, to GTM.
B. Items can be uploaded by the Product Classification Template in GTM.
C. Items can be downloaded from the External Content Provider.
D. Items can be manually created in the GTM UI.
E. Items can be uploaded by CSV in GTM.

Answer: CDE

Question: 75

The recalculation process in Landed Cost Simulator will ______.
A. reassign charges based on the Value Set Rule Set Group defined in Logic Configuration
B. calculate charge values based on the Formula Rule Set Group defined in Logic Configuration for the lock and unlock charges
C. calculate charge values based on the Formula Rule Set Group defined in Logic Configuration for the lock charges
D. calculate charge values based on the Formula Rule Set Group defined in Logic Configuration for the unlock charges

Answer: A

Question: 76

Which two options are true about Classification Approval? (Choose two.)
A. It is for one user to review and approve the Item Classification that another user performed.
B. It is a mandatory process.



C. It is an optional process.
D. It is for one user to both create and approve the Product Classification Code details, including Description, and so on.

Answer: AB
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